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Abstract:

Every few years there are concerns raised regarding modular junctions and related findings as to fatigue failure, pseudo tumors, surface corrosion, and metallosis.

This has not been our experience with the use of modular stems. Modular stem means that the stem has two or more parts that are connected by a mechanical junction. Almost all hip stems today feature a modular head, however that does not meet the current definition of a modular stem. This paper is a review of the senior surgeon’s practice based in two community hospitals and his experience with four different stem styles and three different modular junctions. The S-Rom® Stem, Apex Modular Stem, Apex K2 Modular Stem and The Apex ARC Modular Stem.

Since 1986 until May 2012 a total of 1,114 modular stems have been implanted for Primary Total Hip Arthroplasty. To-date there has been no failures of any modular junctions. No fatigue failure, no pseudo tumors, no surface corrosion, no metallosis, etc. We have found the use of stem modularity to be safe and effective in the use in Primary Total Hip Arthroplasty.
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Introduction:

Modularity or multi-piece stems are becoming commonplace in hip revision surgery, with virtually all implant companies offering one version or another. The role of modularity would therefore seem to be firmly established for revision, but what of primary cases?

This study is a follow-up to previous work with a further six years of cases reviewed. The real question we face, does the benefit of modularity pay higher dividends than the potential risk factors. We believe this review will provide guidance for other surgeons to aid in their decision making process.

For 26 years the senior author has collaborated with the co-author on proximal modularity in THA. The initial clinical work started in 1986 with the S-Rom Modular Stem and has progressed over the past twenty six years to include three different stems styles and two different modular junctions: Dual Press and Apex ARC Neck Stabilized Stem.
Modular Stem History

Modular stems have a long history starting with McBride in 1948 that utilized a threaded femoral component and publishing his first account in JBJS in 1952. This was followed in 1978 by Bousquet and Bornand with the development of a proximal modular stem that featured a proximal body that was attached to a stem via a conical mounting post, with 8 perforations that allowed for select angle orientation for biomechanical restoration. Their design also featured a screw-anchored intramedullary stem design that was coated with AL2O3. Their initial reports were presented in Basel in June 1982 at a symposium on cementless hips and published in Morscher’s 1984 book “The Cementless Fixation of Hip Endoprostheses”. The BSP Modular stem followed in 1988 and featured a modular collar/neck assembly that was fixed to the stem with a morse taper joint, a saw-tooth macro interlock system (15° rotation per tooth) and a set screw.18

The current S-Rom® Stem System represents the fourth generation in the evolution of the Sivash Total Hip Stem since it was introduced in the United States in 1972.16,22,23

Sivash began development of his prosthesis in 1956 at the Central Institute for Orthopaedics and Traumatology, Moscow, Russia. By 1967 Sivash had selected titanium alloy for the femoral stem and proximal sleeve and chrome cobalt alloy for his socket bearing and femoral head. A major focus was the design of a constrained socket. The Sivash Total Hip System, introduced by the US Surgical Corporation, never received major clinical or market success, partially due to the difficulty of the surgical technique, and positioning of this constrained device.

S-Rom® Evolution

A screw anchored intramedullary hip stem

1978 Bousquet Design

S-Rom is virtually unchanged since 1986
Concerns with the S-Rom® Stem

Would modularity (stem-sleeve) produce fretting leading to osteolysis, and/or component failure?

S-Rom Grooved Style had a polished stem with a vertical groove & locking pin. The groove acted as a funnel for migration of poly debris causing distal bone lysis.

S-Rom grooved style stem progressive osteolysis C. Engh. Groove in the stem allowed migration of debris. Resulting in a stem design change.

Cameron: Porous sleeve failed to in-grow, resulting in migration of poly debris.

Example of a fatigue failure in a young 37 yo male 85kg / failed at 4 years (W. Walter)

60 yo male failed at 12 years (W. Walter)

There have been a number of reported failures over the years however, the benefits of this stem design has offered significant advantages over the limited reported complications.1,29,30
Many modular stem designs have come and gone.

It is important to understand why some of these designs failed to survive in the market place. All modular junctions are not equal in design and or function.
Modular junctions come in a variety of designs from femoral heads, neck taper sleeves, proximal modular necks, shoulders, metaphyseal sleeves, mid-stem tapers, mid-stem geared non-taper junctions and distal sleeves. Many have adjustable features; anteversion, retroversion at this junction. We continue to have the head-neck adjustment for length and many of these designs incorporate proximal segments with variable “offset” options. While widely used and accepted in the revision stem market, the more extensive modularity is experiencing some problems in the primary market.

The incidence of dislocation of primary hip replacement is quite variable but remains a significant problem. A number of factors have resulted in a decrease risk of dislocation including smaller and improved neck designs, greater head to neck ratio, greater surgical options for leg length, femoral offset, soft tissue solutions such as repairing the capsule and increased popularity of the anterior approach.

Clearly however, implant malposition remains a primary cause of recurrent hip instability.\textsuperscript{23}

**Materials and Methods**

From 1986 to May 2012 a total of 1,114 modular stems have been implanted for primary THA by the senior author.

- S-Rom\textsuperscript{®} Stem (DePuy) = 537
- Apex Modular\textsuperscript{™} Stem (Omnilife) = 116
- Apex K2 Modular\textsuperscript{™} Stem (Omnilife) = 341
- Apex ARC\textsuperscript{™} Stem (Omnilife) = 120

All stems implanted by the same surgeon utilizing the posterior surgical approach. All the femoral stems are manufactured from titanium alloy (ASTM F136).

All acetabular components were cementless porous coated of a variety of designs and bearing surfaces. The acetabular cups in this series is not part of this review process.
**Dual Press™ Modular Junction**

The femoral neck attaches to the body of the stem through a unique Dual Press™ connection that is simple, robust, and very stable. This modular design allows a large selection of necks, enabling the proper combination of anteversion angle, lateral offset, and neck length/leg length, to restore proper soft tissue tension and joint biomechanics.

S-Rom style modular junction is that of a taper between the stem body and internal portion of the sleeve.

The Apex Modular™ Stem is the shape of a S-Rom style stem consisting of a circular fluted distal stem with a proximal cone and medial triangle. The difference is in the ability to independently choose stem size, neck offset, version angles, and head size. The Apex Modular™ system allows surgeons to precisely address patient specific anatomical needs to achieve accurate leg length and soft tissue balance with the proximal neck/shoulder modularity. The proximal end of each stem includes an alignment pin that engages with the mating hole on the distal surface of each neck. Neutral necks have a single hole; anteversion necks have two holes for +/- 13°. This ability to adjust neck orientation eliminates the need for separate left and right stems, thus reducing inventory requirements, while enabling better restoration of joint biomechanics. The pin and hole also provide additional torsional stability, as well as control of the version angle.

The K2 stem builds on the philosophy of a dual-tapered trapezoidal stem geometry that facilitates primary fixation and rotational stability. A straightforward and efficient broach-only surgical technique is intended to preserve endosteal bone and intramedullary vascularization.

---

**Gap Two bands of interface contact “Dual Press”**

**S-Rom® Style Taper Design Dual Press™ Technology**

**Proximal Modular Dual Press™ Necks**

**APEX K2 Modular™ Hip System**

**The cam device compresses the proximal neck into the body of the stem creating two bands of interface surface contact. This then provides optimal surface support for the proximal neck.**
The Apex ARC™ Stem is licensed technology from Concept Design & Development™, LLC, Chagrin Falls, Ohio.

The Apex ARC™ Neck Sparing Implant saves bone in Gruen zones 1, 3, 4, 5 & 7

The Apex ARC hip system provides surgeons with the bone and soft tissue conserving benefits without the disadvantages of hip resurfacing, or metal-on-metal articulation, or a steep learning curve, or limited indications.

This stem can utilize any standard surgical approach including the direct single anterior incision or MIS approach.

The modular neck junction is a standard 12/14 Euro taper (ASTM standard for the Cone is size N listed as 5° 40’, +2.5’ -0’ or 5° 40 minutes + 2.5 minutes, -0 minutes.) So the surgeon can choose the bearing material best suited for the individual patient.

Note: Not all 12/14 tapers are equal (variants do exist) companies cannot recommend mixing and matching of different companies product. If you mix and match (off label use) make sure head / neck tapers are compatible.

Note: The simplest way to look at compatibility is to ask does the company use ASTM standard for size N taper?

The modular necks are available in neutral standard, long, 8° varus/valgus standard, 8° varus/valgus long, 12° varus/valgus, & 12° antverted/retroverted.

The design of the Apex ARC hip stem requires less bone to be removed during surgery, provides the opportunity for surgeons to dissect fewer soft tissues, and loads the proximal femur in such a way as to provide an environment where bone could be preserved over time.

Neck Sparing vs Conventional neck resection.
Finite Element Analysis comparing the TSI™ neck sparing design to a Taperlock style stem demonstrated the maximum principal tensile stress in the neck stabilization stem was 35% less than that of the monoblock Taperlock style design.  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TSI™ (Apex ARC™) Stem</th>
<th>Taperlock Style Stem</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FEA results</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Results**

**S-Rom**

- Modular junction failures = 0
- Dislocations = 6 total (3 closed reductions, 3 open constrained sockets)

**Stem Revisions**

- 4 total (0 for aseptic loosening, 4 late sepsis)

**Painful Hip**

- 5 pts: Required on-lay grafting for significant progressive end of stem pain.

**Apex Modular & Apex K2 Stem**

- Modular junction failures = 0
- Dislocations = 3 (Two patients with MoM bearings have had cup revision due to cup spinout. One patient was one (1) year out with an ASR metal acetabular component. Patient presented with increasing groin and buttock pain. X-rays demonstrated that original cup position had changed and did not appear to be ingrown. The proximal modular junction of the K2 stem was disengaged allowing access to the socket. K2 removal instruments provide ease of removal of proximal modular body making cup revision significantly easier with less bone destruction.

**Explanted cup**

The Explant cup removal system (Zimmer) was used making removal with minimal bone loss possible.

A cementless porous component with adjunct screw and poly bearing was then inserted.
Second patient was female that presented a spun out MoM (Wright Medical) acetabular bearing component at her first post-op visit at seven (7) weeks. Since intra-operative x-rays are taken on all patients it is assumed that cup slippage accrued during the early post-op period and then stabilized. Again the proximal modular junction was disengaged and cup removed with Explant system.

A new proximal modular neck and head were implanted with a cementless porous cup with one (1) screw for adjunct fixation.

One additional patient had multiple dislocations and was revised by disengagement of the proximal modular junction and exchanged with an increased femoral offset and antverted modular neck.

- Leg/length discrepancy +/- 7mm = 0
- Aseptic loosening = 0
- Stem Revisions = 0
- Modular neck exchanges = 3

The third neck exchange was for a patient that had a 36 mm metal on poly bearing that met with multiple dislocations. Patient was treated with proximal neck exchanged to an increased femoral offset and antverted modular neck.

The Apex ARC™ Neck Sparing Stem

- Modular junction failures = 0
- Stem revisions = 2

One stem removed for sepsis.

One removed for traumatic dislocation, converted to an Apex Modular Primary stem.

- Neck exchanges = 2

Female with a posterior dislocation poly exchanged from neutral liner to a 15° and an increase in 3.5 mm vertical height neck position into max 12° varus position.

Note: At the time of surgery a large soft tissue mass was found anteriorly and was thought to be associated with bowstringing of the anterior superior capsule as an unusual consequence of the posterior capsular repair.

The second case removed the neck for access to the socket (cup & poly replaced along with a new neck).
Both cases had reduced operating room time since the modular junctions functioned as designed. Proximal modularity allows access for revisions situations reducing overall complications associated with stem removal and increased operating time.

- Intraoperative calcar cracks = 2

Small chip fractures not treated.

- Intraoperative calcar cracks resulting in stem bail out = 2

Both occurred in small female patients where the size 1 stem was too large. Both revisions were converted to primary Apex Modular stem. Since the introduction of the size 0 stem we have not had to bail out of any routine primary cases.

- Aseptic Loosening = 0
- Leg Length Discrepancy +/- 7mm = 0
- Subsidence >5mm = 0

Currently the short curved ARC™ Neck Sparing Stem is used as my primary total hip stem in all Dorr bone classifications (A, B, & C). Patient range from mid twenties to mid eighties.

In the smaller female patient, if we cannot get to a 32mm head diameter we will use a Dual Mobile Style Cup. We have used two different styles: One an anatomical style by Stryker and a hemispherical style by Omnilife.

The introduction of the smaller size 0 stem has eliminated the risk of trying to overstuff a size 1 stem into a smaller femoral neck. Overall size is reduced along with elimination of the lateral T-Back.

The Anteverted / Retroverted (12°) neck has been added to aid in addressing combined version angles and reduces potential mechanical impingement issues.

The Anteverted / Retroverted (12°) neck has been added to aid in addressing combined version angles and reduces potential mechanical impingement issues.

Modular necks available in different orientations: Neutral, regular & long, 8° varus / valgus regular & long, 12° varus / valgus & 12° anteverted / retroverted

The Anteverted / Retroverted (12°) neck has been added to aid in addressing combined version angles and reduces potential mechanical impingement issues.

Modular necks available in different orientations: Neutral, regular & long, 8° varus / valgus regular & long, 12° varus / valgus & 12° anteverted / retroverted

In the smaller female patient, if we cannot get to a 32mm head diameter we will use a Dual Mobile Style Cup. We have used two different styles: One an anatomical style by Stryker and a hemispherical style by Omnilife.

Modular necks available in different orientations: Neutral, regular & long, 8° varus / valgus regular & long, 12° varus / valgus & 12° anteverted / retroverted

The Anteverted / Retroverted (12°) neck has been added to aid in addressing combined version angles and reduces potential mechanical impingement issues.

Modular necks available in different orientations: Neutral, regular & long, 8° varus / valgus regular & long, 12° varus / valgus & 12° anteverted / retroverted

In the smaller female patient, if we cannot get to a 32mm head diameter we will use a Dual Mobile Style Cup. We have used two different styles: One an anatomical style by Stryker and a hemispherical style by Omnilife.

Modular necks available in different orientations: Neutral, regular & long, 8° varus / valgus regular & long, 12° varus / valgus & 12° anteverted / retroverted

In the smaller female patient, if we cannot get to a 32mm head diameter we will use a Dual Mobile Style Cup. We have used two different styles: One an anatomical style by Stryker and a hemispherical style by Omnilife.
Observations & Summary

In over 1,114 primary cementless total hip arthroplasties performed by the same surgeon in two community hospitals over 26 years, there has never been a related modular junction failure. There have been no signs of pseudo tumors, surface corrosion, metallosis, etc.

I still use the S-Rom® stem for CDH and revision surgery. In Dorr type A Bone, I will select the Apex Modular™ stem. In type C Bone, if I don’t believe I can get a solid lock in the neck, I will use the K2 Trapezoid Modular Stem. For all my routine OA cases I am using the Apex ARC™ Short Curved Neck Sparing Stem.

It is not unusual for me to use two or three different modular stems in any given surgical day.

I have met with problems with bearing materials, acetabular components and periprosthetic fractures. However, when it comes to modularity, I have been very selective on the modular junctions that I have used and have found them to be of significant advantage in my clinical / surgical practice. I take intraoperative x-rays on every case and alter my selection of components on average 70% of the time.

All modular junctions are not equal in design and performance. It is critical to understand the design limitations and required surgical techniques to ensure proper performance of modular total hip arthroplasty.

The newer short curved neck sparing stem design has reduced my O.R. time by 15-20 minutes by use of the femur first surgical technique. There appears to be less blood loss and patients are back to full activities quicker.

The advancements of modularity has proven to be beneficial to my practice.

I am aware of the concerns regarding modular junctions and will continue to monitor my patients and report on my experience every few years.
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